WAYNE, MICHIGAN
MARKET STUDY AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

The economic landscape of traditional downtown and
neighborhood commercial districts continues to
change. Expanding retail competition, evolving
technologies, and changing lifestyle trends continue
to affect business opportunities and the way of life in
our traditional downtown business districts.
Wayne Main Street, in conjunction with technical
services and support provided by Michigan Main
Street Center, spearheaded the Downtown Wayne
Market Study and Business Development Strategies
project to promote an in-depth understanding of local
and regional market conditions and trends impacting
the downtown district’s economic performance and
opportunities for the future. Information and
direction gained throughout the study process
provides a sound basis for local decision-making
processes and strategies aimed at enhancing
Downtown Wayne.
Technical assistance provided by Downtown
Professionals Network (DPN) to facilitate the study
process is furnished by Michigan Main Street Center
as part of a comprehensive “self-help program” that
provides extensive training and technical assistance to
select Michigan Main Street network communities.
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This document summarizes key strategies for
Downtown Wayne economic development and
enhancement initiatives based on an extensive review
of background information and current market data;
input provided via surveys and workshops; and
direction and leadership provided by Wayne Main
Street. Supplemental documents and deliverables
referenced as part of this summary document include:
►

Downtown Wayne Market Snapshot

►

GROW! Public Meeting & Workshop Summary

►

Downtown Wayne Consumer Survey Results

►

Downtown Wayne Business Survey Results

The timing for considering opportunities for business
development, marketing and other related
enhancement initiatives for Downtown Wayne is
opportune. The process is designed to build upon
Wayne Main Street initiatives, private and public
sector investments, early successes, and growing
momentum that are changing the complexion of, and
outlook for, Downtown Wayne.

For More Information:

Wayne Main Street
1 Towne Square
Wayne, MI 48184
(734) 629-6822
downtownwayne.org

Study Objectives
The study process was orchestrated to:
►

Engage community and downtown stakeholders in an
exploration of the market area and possibilities for the
future of Downtown Wayne

►

Identify conditions that are impacting the downtown area’s
economic performance

►

Profile the downtown trade area’s retail performance and
the demographic and lifestyle characteristics of prevalent
consumer market segments

►

Identify population and market trends in relation to
potential business development and marketing strategies

►

Identify potential downtown business development
opportunities and related business retention, expansion
and recruitment strategies

►

Assess potential demand for Downtown Wayne housing
rehabilitation and development opportunities

Key Planning Steps
The process behind the completion of the Downtown Wayne
Market Study engaged residents, business persons and community
leaders in the exploration of opportunities for Downtown Wayne’s
future. Key planning steps included:
►

The collection and review of background materials and
information, including the community’s initial Michigan
Main Street community application

►

Planning and strategy sessions conducted with the local
Wayne Main Street project team comprised of Wayne Main
Street staff, volunteers and community leaders

►

An open invitation GROW! Town Meeting and Workshop

►

A visual assessment of existing conditions in the downtown
district and the surrounding area

►

The procurement and analysis of trade area demographic,
lifestyle and economic data

►

The facilitation of primary research to examine specific
business development opportunities and potential
marketing concepts

Stakeholders from a broad cross-section of the Wayne community
participated in the process to gain a solid understanding of
Downtown Wayne opportunities as they relate to current
conditions, market characteristics and trends. The findings and
results provide a solid basis upon which local leaders can make
sound business decisions about the future of Downtown Wayne.

Downtown Professionals Network (DPN) was
retained by Michigan Main Street Center to
facilitate the Downtown Wayne Market Study
and Business Development Strategies project.
DPN is a research and planning firm specializing
in the revitalization and enhancement of
traditional downtown and neighborhood
business districts. Since its founding in 2000,
DPN has evolved to serve a clientele that
includes local, state and national economic
development organizations located throughout
the country.
The content of this document is based on an
independent review of information and the
observations, analyses and interpretations of
DPN, working in partnership with Wayne Main
Street and Michigan Main Street Center project
leaders.
Limitations and Disclaimers
Retail market analyses, their components (such as retail
sales gap analyses) and derivative business development
plans provide important guidance on how a commercial
area should, theoretically, be able to perform and on the
sales levels businesses should be able to achieve.
However, a number of factors affect the actual
performance of businesses and commercial areas,
including the skills of the business operator, level of
business capitalization, the quality of the physical
environment, changes in overall economic conditions, the
effectiveness of business and district marketing programs,
and many other factors. The information in this report is
intended to provide a foundation of information for
making business development decisions, but it does not
and cannot ensure business success.
As is true of all demographic, economic and market
studies, our analysis’ reliability is limited to the reliability
and quality of the data available. Our research assumes
that all data made available by and procured from
federal, state, county, city, primary and third party
sources is accurate and reliable.
Because market conditions change rapidly and sometimes
without warning, the information and opinions expressed
here represent a snapshot in time and cannot predict or
gauge future changes or results.

Wayne, Michigan is a hidden gem in the western suburbs of Detroit.
Conveniently located between Detroit and Ann Arbor on US 12/
Michigan Avenue just north of Detroit Metropolitan Airport, Wayne is in
the middle of all the action. With a population of 17,000, this 6 square
mile city is a small historic town rooted in tradition and community.
Recreational access to the Rouge River, unique businesses, and smalltown charm make our downtown a great place to live, work, and play.
Downtown Wayne is working towards becoming the heart of
community activity once again. Visitors may find themselves in many of
our retail establishments including our men’s and women’s boutiques,
artisan market shop, jewelry store, and more. Professional businesses
such as tax service companies, banks, doctor offices, and a career
training school also call downtown home, helping one meet all of their
needs in just one visit. The area attracts local residents through special
events that involve both the community and local business owners.
Whether it’s launching a canoe in the Rouge River at Goudy Park, doing
your holiday shopping on Small Business Saturday, picking up your
groceries at the farmer’s market, or watching your favorite local band
perform during the summer concert series, there’s always something
happening in downtown Wayne.

History
Wayne was settled in 1824 by George M. Johnson who built a two-room
log house on the old “Chicago Road” which is now Michigan Avenue.
Later, Ezra Derby, who is credited for founding Wayne, began to
subdivide land and established a cemetery and mills along the lower
branch of the Rouge River. The town was named after General Anthony
Wayne, under whom an early settler had served in the Army. Early on
Wayne was a farming town, but in 1888 manufacturing began when
Prouty and Glass Carriage Company of Detroit opened. The railroad and
manufacturing spurred an economic boom and soon Wayne was the
center of commerce in Western Wayne County. Michigan Avenue once
boasted a thriving downtown with the sounds of interurban rail cars
running between Detroit and Jackson.
The turn of the century introduced the motor car and Harroun Motors
Corporation opened to take over the fledgling Prouty and Glass Carriage
Company. Later on, Gotfredson Truck Corporation and Graham-Paige
Company continued the tradition of building automobiles in Wayne. The
Great Depression slowed production but after World War II Wayne saw
a large boom in activity once again. In 1953 Ford Motor Company began
construction of a large plant on Michigan Avenue which now employs
over 4,000 people.
The city’s built environment saw significant change in the late 1960’s
when Urban Renewal began. Michigan Avenue was divided and
widened to divert eastbound traffic around the downtown. Additionally,
a significant portion of the commercial district was demolished to make
way for more “modern” buildings including a large shopping mall that
never succeeded. Today, the downtown is still recovering from those
actions, and while our city sees over 40,000 vehicles per day, mere
remnants of the downtown’s historic fabric remain.

Whether it’s launching a canoe in the
Rouge River at Goudy Park, doing your
holiday shopping on Small Business
Saturday, picking up your groceries at
the farmer’s market, or watching your
favorite local band perform during the
summer concert series, there’s always
something happening in downtown
Wayne.

Main Street
In 2014 Wayne began its journey as a Select Level Michigan Main Street
program with the incorporation of Wayne Main Street, a grassroots
organization spearheading the efforts of community partners and
volunteers of all ages and backgrounds to create a vibrant downtown.
WMS brings the community together to honor Wayne’s history and long
-standing traditions and we celebrate efforts and investments that are
enhancing appearances, strengthening the downtown economy, and
paving the way to an exciting future.
Wayne Main Street and the city of Wayne saw incredible progress
during the first year of being a Select Level Michigan Main Street
community and our second year has been even more exciting. Overall,
in 2014 our program has brought in over $90,000 worth of resources to
aid in the revitalization of our downtown thanks to our relationship with
the Michigan Main Street Center and our dedicated volunteer base.
Our collective actions are creating a ripple effect with far reaching
impacts to touch the lives of all who have a stake in downtown Wayne
today, and for generations to come. Main Street acts as an advocate for
the small business community by providing technical assistance,
educational opportunities, and financial assistance through our Façade
Grant Incentive Program. Main Street also works to market the
downtown and all that it has to offer through cooperative advertising
campaigns and special events that draw customers into the doors of our
downtown businesses. Main Street continuously works to enhance the
look of the downtown and improve the walkability through the
installation of benches, the purchase of new self-watering flower
planters, downtown clean up events, façade improvements, and more.

Economic Impact
Downtown Wayne Statistics
Total Number of Volunteer Hours
Value of Volunteer Hours
Total Number of Events Hosted by WMS
Total Number of New Businesses
Total Number of Buildings Rehabilitated
Total Dollar Amount of Investment

2014

2015

2,715

2,779

$56,010

$57,331

16

20

9

4

13

15

$1,990,258

$323,552

What Lies Ahead
Downtown Wayne is in the midst of a resurgence and with a steady
number of new businesses opening each year now is the time to take
advantage of the great prices of our vacant commercial buildings. There
are several investment opportunities with many large, historic buildings
ready to be adaptively reused and vacant city-owned lots available for
mixed-use development. With over 40,000 cars driving through the
downtown daily and the possibility of being a major rail stop in a
regional mass transit plan, Wayne is going to be the next place to be
seen. Our downtown is full of opportunity. Come be a part of history in
the making - we’re just getting started!

Our collective actions are creating a
ripple effect with far reaching impacts
to touch the lives of all who have a
stake in downtown Wayne today, and
for generations to come.

Demographic Profile
The demographic snapshot compiled for the Downtown
Wayne study area geographies benchmarks and tracks
changes in the marketplace. The data reveals:
►

Trends and projections for the population and
households within the study area geographies
anticipate past trends will continue with five-year
declines of 1.4% to 1.8% in population; and
decreases of 1.0% to 1.3% in households.
Michigan’s population is expected to increase by
0.7%, and the number of households is expected
to grow at a five-year rate of 1.0%.

►

The 2015 median age of the population in the
drive time geographies ranges from 38.2 to 40.0
years. Consistent with national “greying” trends,
median age is expected to increase by 0.5 to 0.8
years through 2020. Median age for the Michigan
population in 2015 is estimated at 39.9 years and
is expected to reach 40.7 years by 2020.

►

Renter-occupied housing units are most highly
concentrated in the five-minute drive time –
estimated at 36% in 2015. About 9% to 11% of all
study area housing units are classified as vacant in
2015 with a slight percentage decrease in vacant
units anticipated through 2020. State figures for
2015 assigned a vacant status to 15.2% of all
housing units.

Downtown Wayne Drive Time Market

Median household income figures are highest at
the twenty-minute drive time level, where the
2015 estimate of $55,827 exceeds the statewide
figure of $49,402. Median household income in
the study area geographies is expected to increase
by about 16% to 17% through 2020, exceeding the
14.8% five-year growth rate forecast for
households statewide.
The estimated percentage of the study areas’
civilian unemployed labor force age 16+ years in
2015 ranges from 10% to 14%. At the state level,
an estimated 8.8% of the civilian labor force (age
16+) was unemployed.

►

►

►

More than 75% of the five- and twenty-minute
drive time areas’ populations were classified as
White Alone, while the figure drops to 65% in the
ten-minute drive time area. The White Alone and
Black Alone races represent 78.4% and 14.0% of
Michigan’s population, respectively.

Note: The complete Downtown Wayne Market Snapshot is available as
a supplemental document to this report.

Fast Facts
Population

5 Min

10 Min

20 Min

2000 Census

27,836

146,614

656,530

2010 Census

26,664

143,440

658,240

2015 Estimate

26,157

140,169

646,468

2020 Projection

25,764

137,699

637,667

-1.5%

-1.8%

-1.4%

Change 2015—2020
Households

5 Min

2000 Census

10,777

56,934

259,326

2010 Census

10,591

56,948

263,479

2015 Estimate

10,510

56,271

260,831

2020 Projection

10,398

55,541

258,119

-1.1%

-1.3%

-1.0%

Change 2015—2020
Median HH Income

10 Min

20 Min

5 Min

10 Min

20 Min

2015 Estimate

$43,663

$46,900

$55,827

2020 Projection

$50,992

$54,247

$65,284

16.8%

15.7%

16.9%

Change 2015—2020
Source: Esri

Lifestyle Profile
The Esri Community Tapestry consumer segmentation
system adds color to the “black& white” demographic
description of residents and households within drive
time areas.
The Tapestry Household Distribution Report identifies
prevalent segments and describes the population’s
likes, dislikes, lifestyles and purchase behaviors for
households within the defined geographies. The
information can be particularly helpful for assessing
opportunities for business growth and for designing
marketing strategies and messages to reach targeted
consumer segments.

Top Consumer Lifestyle Segments | Esri 2015
Traditional Living (#1 in all Drive Times))
Residents in this segment live primarily in low-density, settled
neighborhoods in the Midwest. The households are a mix of
married-couple families and singles. Many families encompass
two generations who have lived and worked in the community;
their children are likely to follow suit. The manufacturing, retail
trade, and health care sectors are the primary sources of employment for these residents. This is a younger market—
beginning householders who are juggling the responsibilities of
living on their own or a new marriage, while retaining their
youthful interests in style and fun.
Market Profile
►

The following tables show concentrations of the three
most prevalent Tapestry household segments found
within the Downtown Wayne 5, 10 and 20-minute drive
time areas.

►

5 Minute Drive Time Households

Count

Pct.

►

Traditional Living

3,583

36.7%

►

Rustbelt Traditions

1,532

14.6%

Hardscrabble Road

1,443

13.7%

Count/Pct. of 5 Minute Drive Time

6,558

65.0%

►

►
►

They shop for groceries at discount stores such as
Walmart supercenters; Kmart is also a favorite for apparel and sundry household and personal care products.
Convenience stores are commonly used for fuel or picking
up incidentals like lottery tickets.
They tend to carry credit card balances, have student
loans, and pay bills in person.
Half of households have abandoned landlines for cell
phones only.
They watch their favorite channels including QVC, CMT,
and Game Show Network.
They’re fast food devotees.
They enjoy outdoor activities such as camping and taking
trips to the zoo.

Rustbelt Traditions (#2 in all Drive Times)
10 Minute Drive Time Households

Count

Pct.

Traditional Living

7,872

14.0%

Rustbelt Traditions

5,143

9.1%

Salt of the Earth

4,044

7.2%

Count/Pct. of 10 Minute Drive Time 17,059

30.3%

20 Minute Drive Time Households

Traditional Living

Count

Pct.

35,022

13.4%

The backbone of older industrial cities in states surrounding the
Great Lakes, Rustbelt Traditions residents are a mix of married-couple families and singles living in older developments
of single-family homes. While varied, the work force is primarily white collar, with a higher concentration of skilled workers in manufacturing, retail trade, and health care. Rustbelt
Traditions represents a large market of stable, hard-working
consumers with modest incomes but above average net worth
(Index 111). Family oriented, they value time spent at home.
Most have lived, worked, and played in the same area for
years.
Market Profile
► Residents take advantage of convenience stores for fuel-

Rustbelt Traditions

33,313

12.8%

►

Heartland Communities

23,082

8.8%

►

Count/Pct. of 20 Minute Drive Time 91,417

35.0%
►

Information on Esri Tapestry methodology along with descriptions for
prevalent Downtown Wayne Drive Time Market Tapestry segments is
available in the complete Downtown Wayne Market Snapshot—a
supplemental document to this report.

►
►

ing up and picking up incidentals.
Watching television is a common pastime; many households have more than four TVs.
Favorite programming ranges from ESPN, Animal Planet,
and AMC to children’s shows on Nickelodeon and Cartoon
Network.
Residents are connected; entertainment activities like
online gaming dominate their Internet usage.
Favorite family restaurants include Applebee’s, Outback
Steakhouse, and Texas Roadhouse.
Radio dials are typically tuned to classic rock stations.

Retail Power
Esri's Retail MarketPlace data provides a direct comparison between
retail sales and consumer spending by industry. To capture a snapshot
of an area's retail market place, the leakage and surplus factor
summarizes the relationship between supply (retail sales by
businesses) and demand (consumer spending by household).
Deviations from potential sales may reveal areas of opportunity in the
trade area’s retail sectors, keeping in mind any extenuating
circumstances that may be driving the results.
All estimates of actual sales (supply) reflect current dollars derived
from receipts of businesses primarily engaged in selling merchandise.
Potential sales (demand) is estimated by using Esri's consumer
spending data which provides estimated expenditures for more than
700 products and services that are consumed by U.S. households. The
estimate of a trade area’s demand is based upon estimated
expenditures by households within the trade area.
Leakage within a specified trade area represents a condition where
supply is less than demand. Retailers outside of the trade area are
fulfilling demand for retail products. Surplus within a specified trade
area represents a condition where supply exceeds demand. Thus
retailers are attracting customers that reside outside the trade area.
Sales Surplus and Leakage Estimates
Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink demand versus sales estimates
for the drive times show sales surpluses ranging from about $4.4
million in the five-minute drive time to more than $1.4 billion in the
twenty-minute drive time area. The estimates suggest that, overall,
establishments in the drive time areas are effectively capturing the
local market and pulling consumers from surrounding areas lying
beyond each drive time area.
Sales Surplus & Leakage ($MM)

5 Minutes

10 Minutes

20 Minutes

Surplus/
(Leakage)

Surplus/
(Leakage)

Surplus/
(Leakage)

Total Retail Trade and Food & Drink
(NAICS 44 – 45, 722)

$4.4

$59.3

$1,452.0

Total Retail Trade (NAICS 44 – 45)

$5.6

$17.4

$1,226.5

Total Food & Drink (NAICS 722)

($1.2)

$41.9

$225.5

Retail Trade surplus figures in the five-minute drive time area are
bolstered by significant surpluses reported in the Automobile Dealers,
Building Material & Supplies Dealers, Health and Personal Care Stores
and Gasoline Stations categories and subcategories. Food & Drink
sector sales leakage. Estimated at about 1.2 million in the five-minute
drive time area, is largely attributable to sales leakage estimated at
about $4.4 million in the Full-Service Restaurants subcategory .

Retail Sales
Drive Time Market ($Billions)
5 Min

10 Min

20 Min

$0.32

$1.88

$11.66

Source: Esri Retail MarketPlace Report 2015
Totals shown for all North American Industrial Classification
System (NAICS) Retail categories (NAICS 441—454) and
Foodservice and Drinking Places (NAICS 722).

Retail Pull
Categories with some of the highest and
lowest pull factors—an indication of relative
strength or possible opportunities in the
market—include:
Category/Subcategory

Factor*

▲ Automobile Dealers

43.3

▲ Health & Personal Care Stores

26.8

▲ Building Material & Supplies

26.3

▲ Limited-Service Eating Places

13.0

▲ Drinking Places - Alcoholic Beverages

9.1

▲ Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores

8.2

▼ Book, Periodical & Music Stores

(100.0)

▼ Department Stores Excl Leased Depts.

(100.0)

▼ Office Supplies, Stationery & Gifts

(90.6)

▼ Home Furnishings Stores

(84.8)

▼ Other Motor Vehicle Dealers

(82.5)

▼ Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr

(73.5)

▼ Florists

(70.6)

▼ Furniture Stores

(68.2)

▼ Shoe Stores

(68.0)

▼ Clothing Stores

(65.7)

▼ Special Food Services

(63.4)

* Factor shown for five minute drive time area
Source: Esri
The factor is a measure of the relationship between supply and
demand that ranges from +100 (total surplus) to -100 (total
leakage). A positive value represents a surplus of retail sales
(often indicative of a market where customers are drawn in
from outside the trade area).

The process behind the completion of this study and the resulting
strategies consider findings from background research, current
market data and stakeholder input provided via:
►

A business survey completed by 38 Wayne Main Street
Area businesses

►

Consumer online and intercept surveys completed by
463 participants

►

A GROW! open invitation town meeting and workshop

Following are examples of key findings which provide insights and a
sound basis for proposed strategies outlined in this document.

The Downtown Wayne Market
Consumer intercept and online survey data reflects the local nature
of the downtown Wayne market. Overall, more than 75% of
consumer intercept and online survey respondents indicated they
live within five miles of Downtown Wayne. By contrast, just 30% of
the same consumer survey participants indicated their workplace
was within five miles of the downtown area.
The findings are consistent with Esri Retail MarketPlace data
showing strong retail sales surpluses in the five- and ten-minute
drive times and suggest that, overall, local retail establishments
within those geographies are effectively capturing the local market
and/or consumers and downtown area workplace population
members traveling from outside the ten-minute drive time area.
Growth strategies should seek to build upon retail sector strengths
and Wayne’s presence as a retail hub for certain retail sector lines.

Traffic Generators and Visit Frequency
Overall visit rates indicated by consumer intercept survey
respondents show that nearly 57% visit the downtown on a daily or
weekly basis to do errands or for office and service related
purposes, as compared to about 46% of online survey respondents.
The results could demonstrate the captive and loyal nature of the
local market and the downtown’s frequent users.
Consumer online and intercept survey results show that 31% of
participants visit the downtown on a daily or weekly basis for eating,
drinking or entertainment. The figure is likely bolstered by the
existence of higher-volume eating & drinking establishments and
entertainment venues centered in the downtown area. Visitor
frequency for those shopping in the downtown area on a daily or
weekly basis, measured at about 19% of all survey respondents, is
likely impacted, in part, by the specialty and destination-oriented
nature of the downtown’s retail mix.

Table 1

Question
How far is your residence located from
Consumer Survey Responses

Percent

In downtown or within 2 miles

41.6%

2 to 5 miles

33.6%

5 to 10 miles

11.9%

More than 10 miles

12.8%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Surveys.

Table 2

Question
How often do you visit Downtown Wayne...
Frequency—Daily or Weekly

Percent

To do errands or for office and
service-related purposes?

52.0%

For eating, drinking and/or
entertainment?

31.0%

To shop?

19.4%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Surveys.

Marketing strategies designed to increase visit frequency across the
various business sectors should serve to heighten awareness for the
full range of products and services available. Cross-marketing
strategies should consider opportunities to intercept motorists and
visitors at higher-volume retail and non-retail establishments.

Virtual Reality
Consumer rankings of media preferences show the still growing
influence of the Internet and social media applications as a resource
for news, for researching products and services, and for
communicating with clients. More than 52% of respondents selected
Social Media as one of the top two sources they most rely on for
Wayne area news and information, followed by Newspaper (38%)
and Internet Websites (23%).
The Internet can be a particularly valuable resource because it
provides the potential for businesses to expand their trade area well
beyond local or regional geographies. Businesses with collectible,
specialty, and custom merchandise lines, in particular, can use the
Internet, and sites such as Amazon, eBay and Etsy, to market to the
entire United States or even globally. Even traditional retailers and
businesses carrying “staple” products are reaping benefits as, more
and more, consumers use the Internet to “shop and compare”
products and services, and then use it – in much the same way
previous generations used the Yellow Pages – as a resource to find a
local outlet or vendor where they can make their purchase.

Table 3

Question | Consumer Survey
Of the following, which two (2) media and
information sources do you most rely on for
Wayne area news and information?

Top Consumer Survey Responses

Downtown Wayne promotion and collaborative marketing efforts
should continue to employ social media as avenues to communicate
with consumers and to further downtown promotional goals.
Consumer survey participants regularly using Facebook (79%),
YouTube (43%) and other social media networks and applications
represent opportunities for Wayne Main Street and downtown area
businesses to connect and build relationships with a growing
audience. Notably, social media was particularly strong among the
consumer online survey group, which likely includes a larger
representation of members who are not frequent users of the
downtown, with 71% selecting it as one of their top two sources for
Wayne area news and information, as compared to 38% of
consumer intercept survey participants.

Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

52.4%

Newspaper

37.8%

Internet Website(s)

22.8%

Television

11.4%

Building upon the Wayne Main Street communications plan and
strategies, a Downtown Wayne branding system should be further
developed and consistently applied across a variety of medium to
enhance awareness and to create business connections to
Downtown Wayne. Businesses should be encouraged to “plug in” by
adapting branding elements and extensions in their own electronic
and print media applications to reinforce connections with the
brand—and build brand equity.

Top Consumer Survey Responses

Efforts designed to use and leverage Wayne Main Street’s social
media presence should also be continued, including collaborative
efforts to feature and share postings highlighting new and unique
products, local personalities, special offers, events and other
features that enhance awareness and distinguish Downtown Wayne
in the marketplace. Businesses should also be encouraged to
maintain fresh content, and to share links and posts to exponentially
build traffic and extend reach.

Radio

8.0%

Table 4

Question | Consumer Survey
Which of the following social media networks
or online applications do you regularly use?

Facebook

78.8%

YouTube

42.7%

Pinterest

24.4%

Instagram

23.5%

eBay

21.0%

Twitter

13.0%

LinkedIn

12.8%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Surveys.
Most frequent responses shown.

Opportunities Ahead?
Business concepts developed and identified as “top prospects” by
work groups at the “GROW!” Town Meeting and Workshop held in
the course of this study included:
►

Restaurant/Brew Pub: Possibly a national chain with more
affordable food choices; unique & trendy food items; and
targeting the 20 to 50-years age group in a 30-mile radius.
Complementary attractions include Ford Motor Company,
Schools (Dorsey), and State Wayne Theatre.

►

Microbrewery: A destination place capitalizing on the
area’s walkability; offering specialty beers and
entertainment—and marketing the city through beers; and
targeting the 21 to 60-years age group attracting different
age groups at different times during the day.
Complementary attractions include The Avenue American
Bistro, State Wayne Theater and Helium Studio.

►

Full-Service Restaurant: An establishment filling a void and
demand in the city featuring a microbrewery and live Jazz,
and catering to the 20+ crowd. Complementary attractions
could be packaged to offer dinner and a movie; shopping
and dinner; and bowling and dinner.

Suggestions and concepts revolving around eating & drinking places
were also popular with consumer survey participants and could lend
support for new and expanded eating, drinking, entertainment and
specialty foods entries. Other business types and attractions
frequently identified as candidates for expansion or recruitment in
consumer survey responses included entries in the Food and
Beverage and Recreation and Entertainment categories.
Products frequently purchased online by consumer survey
participants could also provide queues for the marketing of existing
product lines carried by downtown businesses, or for the potential
expansion of merchandise lines and complementary product lines
for new and existing Downtown Wayne businesses.

Table 6

Opportunities?
What types of new businesses or attractions
would make you visit downtown more often?

Top Responses—Categorized
Foodservice and Drinking Places

38.6%

Food and Beverage Stores

14.1%

Recreation and Entertainment

12.5%

Sporting Goods, Hobbies, Books/Music

5.5%

Miscellaneous Store Retailers

5.1%

Clothing and Clothing Accessories

4.3%

General Merchandise Stores

4.3%

Offices and Services

3.2%

Furniture and Home Furnishings

1.0%

Electronics and Appliances

0.6%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Surveys.

Table 5

Question

Table 7

What type(s) of products have you purchased on the Internet within the
last three months?

Question—Business Survey

Top Seven Products Selected

Count

Percent

Electronics

162

36.2%

Gifts

153

34.2%

Books

149

33.3%

Women’s Clothing

123

Men’s Clothing

What type of new businesses or attractions, located
in Downtown Wayne, would help your business
and/or have the best chance to succeed?
Top Responses—Categorized

Percent

Foodservice and Drinking Places

21.6%

27.5%

Food and Beverage Stores

15.7%

101

22.6%

Offices and Services

11.8%

Beauty Supplies

99

22.1%

Recreation and Entertainment

Hobbies and Crafts

91

20.4%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Surveys.

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

9.8%

Leveraging Assets
When asked to compare Downtown Wayne to other places they
frequently shop or do business, consumer survey participants gave
Downtown Wayne higher marks for cleanliness, customer service,
attractiveness, quality of festivals and events, and quality of dining.
Downtown Wayne marketing strategies might key on these qualities
and traits to build and reinforce a quality image of the district—and
help overcome negative perceptions.
Table 8

Question
How does Downtown Wayne compare to other places you frequently shop
and do business in terms of:

Consumers Rating “Stronger”

Intercept

Online

Total

Cleanliness

21.1%

8.2%

15.4%

Customer Service

15.0%

9.7%

12.7%

Attractiveness

13.8%

5.1%

10.0%

Quality of Festivals and Events

12.7%

3.6%

8.6%

Quality of Dining

11.0%

3.1%

7.5%

Quality of Products and Services

8.5%

2.6%

5.9%

Variety of Dining

8.2%

1.0%

5.0%

Question

Variety and Selection of Shopping

6.1%

1.0%

3.9%

Would you place a high, moderate or low
priority on possible Downtown Wayne
enhancement efforts to...

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Surveys.

Notable in the results is the fact that, in nearly all cases, intercept
survey respondents—known users of the downtown area—were at
least two to three times more likely to rate Downtown Wayne
“stronger” for the various attributes. The findings suggest that
marketing and promotion strategies might include specific activities,
messages, images and testimonials designed to “reintroduce”
market area members to Downtown Wayne.

A Work in Progress
Consumer and business survey participants both place a high
priority on business expansion and recruitment efforts—including
proposals for creating incentives for new and expanding businesses
in the downtown area. Efforts to stage additional festivals and
events in the downtown area and to restore and preserve the
downtown’s historic character are also viewed favorably by
consumers and businesses alike.
The ranking of priorities by the consumer and business survey
groups shows a high level of consistency among the two groups
regarding needs and opportunities for Downtown Wayne, and
provides a strong basis for new and ongoing downtown
enhancement initiatives.

Table 9

Consumers (C) and Businesses (B) Rating as a
“High Priority”
Enhancement Efforts

(C)

(B)

Create incentives for new and
expanding downtown
businesses

67%
(1)

73%
(1)

Stage additional festivals and
special events in the downtown
area

55%
(2)

65%
(2)

Restore and preserve the
downtown’s historic character

46%
(3)

51%
(3)

Improve the downtown’s
streets, sidewalks, lighting,
furnishings, green spaces, trails,
etc.

43%
(4)

49%
(4)

Improve and/or create more
housing in the downtown area

31%
(5)

35%
(5)

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer and Business
Surveys.

First Things
Input regarding priorities for Downtown Wayne generally aligns with
suggestions offered by consumer survey respondents when asked,
“What is the first thing you would do to improve Downtown
Wayne?” Economic Vitality initiatives, dominated by efforts to
recruit businesses and diversify the downtown business mix, ranked
highly, followed closely by design-oriented subjects and topics
addressing the downtown area’s buildings, public spaces,
environment and safety, and general appearances.
Table 10

Question
What is the first thing you would do to improve Downtown Wayne?

Categorized Topics

Consumers

Businesses

Recruit Businesses; Diversify Business Mix

43.2%

27.6%

Buildings and Appearances

9.9%

13.8%

Streetscape and Public Spaces

9.3%

13.8%

Planning and Development

7.1%

—

Festivals and Events

6.2%

6.9%

Housing

2.8%

—

Traffic and Transportation

2.8%

3.4%

Environment and Safety

2.3%

3.4%

General Maintenance and Cleanliness

2.3%

3.4%

Marketing

1.4%

3.4%

—

3.4%

Parking

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer and Business Surveys. Most frequent categorized
responses shown.

The comparison of topics most frequently cited by consumers and
businesses shows a general consistency among the two groups,
though businesses were more likely to offer design-related
suggestions revolving around improvements to the downtown’s
buildings, appearances, streetscape and public spaces.
The identification of priorities and “first things” to improve
Downtown Wayne reinforces the need for efforts being undertaken
by Wayne Main Street and community partners to catalyze
investment, to promote business expansion and recruitment
opportunities, and to enhance the downtown’s buildings, public
spaces and appearances. Based on the level of importance ascribed
to these initiatives, progress made in each area should be highly
publicized, and a special appeal should be made for investments
and volunteers to advance these specific causes.

What is the first thing you would do
to improve Downtown Wayne?
Economic Vitality initiatives, dominated
by efforts to recruit businesses and
diversify the downtown business mix,
ranked highly, followed by designoriented subjects and topics addressing
the downtown area’s buildings, public
spaces, environment and safety, and
general appearances.

Most Loved
Consumers surveyed most often identified with special features and
attractions as the things they love most or would never change
about Downtown Wayne, including State Wayne Theatre, Goudy
Park, Farmers Market and the library. Business survey participants
listed many of these same features with higher frequency, but were
also somewhat more likely to identify with attributes revolving
around the downtown area’s environment, character and feel.
The findings lend direction for local design initiatives and
preservation efforts, and for marketing and branding strategies that
connect with the downtown’s tangible and intangible features most
loved by both consumers and businesses, and which help to
distinguish Downtown Wayne in the regional marketplace.
Table 11

Question
What is the one thing that you love most, or that you would never

Categorized Responses

Consumers

Businesses

Special Features and Attractions

29.4%

24.0%

Environment; Character and Feel

19.7%

32.0%

History and Historic Character; Buildings

13.3%

4.0%

Business(es); Business Mix

7.0%

4.0%

People

6.4%

16.0%

Accessibility and Convenience

6.1%

4.0%

General Appearances; Décor & “Look”

4.5%

4.0%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer and Business Surveys. Most frequent categorized
responses shown.

Text analysis of consumer survey responses lend additional insight
and direction for marketing strategies and messages which connect
with the existing and potential Downtown Wayne audience and
leverage existing assets.

Important Words and Phrases: The Cloud View highlights distinguishing words
rather than common words—word frequency is not the primary factor. Imagine 100
people said, “I like...” The important word would be what follows rather than showing
the phrase "I like" as important or unique.

Consumers surveyed most often
identified with special features and
attractions as the things they love most
or would never change about Downtown
Wayne.

Stable Environs
Fifty-nine percent of downtown business survey participants
indicated their business has been located in Downtown Wayne for
ten or more years. The figure could be viewed as an indicator of
stability in the downtown business mix, but it could also suggest the
need for a certain level of succession planning given that 15
businesses (41%) indicated they have been located in the downtown
for 21 or more years.

Table 13

Question
How long has your business been located in
Downtown Wayne?

Responses

The downtown business climate also appears to be conducive to
business start-up and entrepreneurial activity, as evidenced by 27%
of the business survey sample indicating they have been located in
Downtown Wayne for four years or less.

Less than 1 year

8.1%

1 to 4 years

18.9%

5 to 9 years

13.5%

Customer Base

10 to 20 years

18.9%

Ninety-two percent of businesses surveyed identified Local/Regional
residents as their primary customer base. The findings are
consistent with the overall consumer survey sample showing that
75% of all respondents live within ten miles of Downtown Wayne.
The findings are also consistent with a market that tends to be loyal
to local brands and businesses, and that values customer service,
reputation and quality.

21+ years

40.5%

Table 12

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

Table 14

Question
Which of the following best describes the main
reason for customers to do business with you?

Question

Responses

Which of the following best describes your primary customer base?

Customer service

36.1%

Responses

Reputation

25.0%

Selection and variety

16.7%

Local/Regional Residents

92.1%

Downtown Area Employees

0.0%

Visitors and Tourists

0.0%

Other

7.9%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

Price of goods and services

8.3%

Other

8.3%

Convenience

5.6%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

Connections
A majority of Downtown Wayne businesses appear to recognize the
value and importance of the Internet and social media trends.
Seventy-one percent of business survey participants have an
Internet website and seven businesses (19%) indicated they engage
in sales over the Internet. Seventy-two percent of businesses also
indicated their business has a Facebook page. Business use of other
online networks or applications is far lower, with Instagram ranking
second to Facebook at 25%.
Given the relatively high Internet presence of downtown businesses,
and high levels of interest in marketing topics and potential
programs, Internet and social media applications could be an
obvious—and important—component of Downtown Wayne
collaborative marketing programs and campaigns.

Table 15

Question
Would you consider participating in a
collaborative marketing campaign for
Downtown Wayne?

Responses
Yes

73.5%

No

26.5%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

Changes in the Making?
Business survey results provide insight on possible changes that
could occur within the downtown area and the business community
based on affirmative responses to a list of possible modifications.
Table 16

Question
In the next year or two, do you plan to change or modify your business in
any of the following ways?

Responses
Increase marketing

40.6%

Expand services or product lines

31.3%

Increase number of employees

21.9%

Start and/or complete building improvements

18.8%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey. Most frequent responses shown.

The nature of changes being considered by downtown businesses,
along with interest expressed in possible business assistance and
training programs, suggests that the timing could be opportune for
Wayne Main Street to introduce or escalate efforts to:
►

Facilitate collaborative marketing programs, possibly
including a social media-based “discover us—again”
campaign that focuses on the downtown’s personalities,
distinguishing features, entertainment venues, and unique
experiences.

Table 17

Question
Of the following business seminar topics,
which two would be of most interest and/or
most useful to you?

Responses
Marketing for Small Businesses

46.9%

Social Media for Small Businesses

40.6%

Finding and Keeping Customers

34.4%
9.4%

►

Share market study data and findings regarding product
lines showing potential for expansion.

Ecommerce for Small Businesses

►

Identify and promote resources for training and technical
assistance focused on practical small business social media,
marketing, and customer attraction & retention topics and
applications.

Table 18

►

Work with the Wayne Main Street Design Committee,
Michigan Main Street Center, City of Wayne and other
partners to:

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

Question
Would you be inclined to use any of the following
Building Assistance programs and incentives?

Responses



Continue to promote Michigan Main Street Center
design assistance and technical training services.

Free/Low-cost building improvement
design services

13.2%



Develop, review or fine tune design guidelines.

10.5%



Low-interest building improvement
loans

Explore and pursue opportunities for financial and
technical assistance to promote high quality building
and business improvements, and to catalyze business
expansion opportunities; and target assistance at
programs and incentives business survey participants
indicated they would be most inclined to use.

Assistance to sell your building and/
or business
Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

7.9%

Benchmarks
Certain data collected and compiled as part of the business survey
provides valuable insights on Downtown Wayne today and can be
used to benchmark, track and measure changes and progress
stemming from Wayne downtown enhancement and economic
development initiatives. The information can also be valuable to
prospective businesses, investors, developers and entrepreneurs as
they consider opportunities in Downtown Wayne.

Downtown Sales and Revenues Trends
Survey results show 2014 to 2015 sales and revenues trends among
downtown business community members were mixed. Twentyseven percent of downtown business survey respondents reported
an increase in gross sales or revenues in 2015 as compared to 2014,
while 30% reported a decrease. Forty percent reported gross sales
or revenues stayed about the same over the same period.
Table 19

Question
Which of the following describes the change in your business’ gross sales
or revenues in 2015 as compared to 2014? (If unsure use your best estimate)

Table 20

Question
Do you rent or own your business location?

Responses
Increased by 1% to 5%

6.7%

Increased by 6% to 10%

6.7%

Increased by 11% to 15%

3.3%

Increased by 16% to 20%

3.3%

Increased by more than 20%

6.7%

Decreased by 1% to 5%

3.3%

Decreased by 6% to 10%

10.0%

Decreased by 11% to 15%

10.0%

Decreased by 16% to 20%

0.0%

Decreased by more than 20%

6.7%

Stayed about the same

40.0%

Not in business in 2014

3.3%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

Fifty percent of businesses expect sales and revenues to increase in
2016 as compared to 2015, with anticipated increases most typically
expected to fall within a range of 1% to 10%. Just 9% of businesses
responding expect sales or revenue to decline in 2016, and 41%
expect figures to remain about the same.

Responses
Own

54.1%

Rent

45.9%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

Fifty-four percent of downtown
business survey participants
indicated they own their business
location.
Business assistance programs should
consider opportunities for owner
reinvestment; and development
strategies should monitor, consider and
promote investments and opportunities
in rental space and mixed-use

Retail Uses
Business types and merchandise lines that might be considered
primary targets and candidates for expansion and recruitment,
based on the downtown area’s existing business mix, trends in the
marketplace and related findings from local input, consumer and
business surveys, Esri retail data, and the sales surplus & leakage
analysis performed as part of this study include:
Foodservices & Drinking Places (NAICS 722)
Subcategories:
7221
Full-Service Restaurants
7222
Limited-Service Eating Places
7224
Drinking Places—Alcoholic Beverages
Notes: Input from the public workshop, consumer surveys and the
and business surveys show demand for expanded Eating &
Drinking choices and options is high. Expansion opportunities and
new entries that might be compatible and complementary to
existing entries might include additional full-service and fast casual
restaurant options, with family-style and “sit down” restaurant
models scoring high in both consumer and business surveys.
Additional opportunities and concepts might include a
microbrewery or brewpub, or the incorporation of local, state or
regional microbrewery menu selections as a featured component
for an existing or new restaurant. Other full service and limitedservice eating establishments could feature locally sourced
products and baked goods specialties; and order-ahead, pick-up,
delivery, catering and take-out services catering to the workplace
population and commuters. Evening and nighttime establishments
might feature various genres of music and venues for local artists
to enhance the downtown’s “fun & entertainment factor” and the
expressed desire of consumers for additional recreation, events
and entertainment.

Table 21

Opportunities?
What types of new businesses or attractions
would make you visit downtown more often?

Top Responses—Categorized
Foodservice and Drinking Places

38.6%

Food and Beverage Stores

14.1%

Recreation and Entertainment

12.5%

Sporting Goods, Hobbies, Books/Music

5.5%

Miscellaneous Store Retailers

5.1%

Clothing and Clothing Accessories

4.3%

General Merchandise Stores

4.3%

Offices and Services

3.2%

Food and Beverage Stores (NAICS 445)

Furniture and Home Furnishings

1.0%

Subcategories:
4451
Grocery Stores
4452
Specialty Food Stores
4453
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Surveys.

Notes: Nearly one in seven consumer survey respondents cited
examples of Food and Beverage Stores category entries as the type
of new business or attraction that would make them visit the
downtown more often, with Grocery Store and similar responses
mentioned with greatest frequency. The most recent Esri Retail
MarketPlace data also shows sales leakage in the Grocery Stores
subcategory amounting to nearly $11 million in the five-minute
drive time, and increasing to nearly $160 million in the twentyminute drive time. The best opportunities may reside with current
category entries and revolve around new marketing and
remerchandising concepts, which might include: new or expanded
pre-packaged, prepared foods and deli-style selections; healthy
eating and ethnic foodstuff specialties; fresh and custom-order
baked goods; and expanded or specialty beer & wine selections.

Table 22

Question—Business Survey
What type of new businesses or attractions, located
in Downtown Wayne, would help your business
and/or have the best chance to succeed?
Top Responses—Categorized

Percent

Foodservice and Drinking Places

21.6%

Food and Beverage Stores

15.7%

Offices and Services

11.8%

Recreation and Entertainment
Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Business Survey.

9.8%

Miscellaneous Store Retailers (NAICS 453)
Subcategories:
45322 Gift, Novelty and Souvenir Stores
4533
Used Merchandise Stores
4539
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Notes: Esri Retail MarketPlace sales surplus & leakage figures,
along with consumer survey input and the nature of the existing
downtown business mix—including more recent entries to the
business inventory—lend support for efforts to capitalize upon the
existing and evolving cluster of specialty retailers in the downtown
area. New and expanded entries might be “hybrids,” of sorts, that
feature products from more than one retail category or
subcategory. Examples include: new and used clothing & clothing
accessories boutiques that might specialize in lines such as
maternity wear, bridal, children’s wear, vintage clothing, and
handbags & accessories; new, used and vintage home furnishings,
including custom-order and locally handcrafted items; and gifts and
floral, including art-inspired gifts and make-it/take-it instructional
courses. Entries in this category, especially, might feature a strong
service component and incorporate retail forms of entertainment
and hands-on activities.

The retail business targets listed and described here should serve as
a starting point. The Wayne Main Street Business Empowerment
Committee should infuse local knowledge and expertise into the
process of analyzing market information contained in this study to
further develop profiles for business types and uses which are a
good fit for Downtown Wayne, and which appear to have the very
best chance to succeed. This will be an ongoing process, and the list
of “top prospects” should be continuously reviewed, updated and
refined over time, and as conditions change.

Business types targeted for expansion
and recruitment consider consumer
demand and potential gaps in the
business mix, capitalize on existing
strengths, and build on existing or
evolving niches in the downtown business
mix to solidify Downtown Wayne’s
market position and enhance its local
and regional market appeal.

Office and Service Uses
The existing nature of the Downtown Wayne business mix and
trends pointing toward the continued transition to a serviceoriented society point toward ongoing opportunities for the
expansion of office and service uses in Downtown Wayne. Other
trends and developments could, potentially, change the behavior of
the market and generate demand for additional office and service
uses including:
►

Increasing demand for personal care and medical services
related to the “Graying of America” phenomenon.

►

The downtown’s appeal to office, service and residential
uses that will grow as success is realized from Wayne Main
Street and community downtown enhancement efforts –
and the possibility that existing office and service
businesses currently located in other parts of the region
will seek to relocate in or within close proximity to the
Downtown Wayne district.

The importance of, and opportunities for, new and expanding office
and service uses in Downtown Wayne may best be demonstrated
by:
►

Fifty-two percent of consumer survey respondents
indicated they visit Downtown Wayne daily or weekly to do
errands or for office and service-related purposes.

►

Downtown Wayne is already home to high quality office
tenants, professionals, educational facilities and personal
service providers.

►

Interest expressed on the part of consumers in new
housing that could be developed in and within close
proximity to the downtown area, including potential
redevelopment sites that could be ideally suited for mixeduse development.

Civic, office and service uses in Downtown Wayne already play an
important role in generating consistent traffic to support the
district’s economy and sense of vitality. Predictably, civic, office and
service uses will continue to be important to downtown in the
future. These uses should continue to be encouraged to locate
within the downtown district and, where appropriate and
applicable, Wayne Main Street and community development
partners should work to locate these uses in buildings and spaces
that are conducive to creating and maintaining a strong sense of
retail vibrancy throughout the district.

Civic, office and service uses in
Downtown Wayne already play an
important role in generating consistent
traffic to support the district’s economy
and sense of vitality.
Table 23

Question
How often do you visit Downtown Wayne to
do errands, or for office and service-related
purposes?

Top Responses—Categorized
Daily

21.7%

1 or 2 times a week

30.3%

Once or twice a month

23.0%

A few times a year

10.5%

Seldom or never

14.5%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Survey.

Housing

Table 25

Consumer survey results reveal interest in potential downtown
housing options. The findings
could lend support for the
rehabilitation of existing housing and the development of new,
mixed-use concepts in Downtown Wayne.
Demographic data for those indicating interest in downtown
housing options includes a segment that would likely demand a
more upscale version of downtown housing styles and options.
Table 24

Potential Downtown Housing Market | Demographic Profile
For Consumer Survey participants indicating interest in new or renovated
Downtown Wayne housing.

Age

Percent

24 or younger

4.9%

25 to 34

21.0%

35 to 44

13.6%

45 to 54

29.6%

55 to 64

21.0%

65 or older

9.9%

Household Size

Percent

1

18.5%

2

38.3%

3

Q: Would you consider living in Downtown
Wayne?

Responses
Yes

18.4%

Maybe

25.8%

No

43.7%

I live downtown

12.1%

Table 26

Q: Would you prefer to own or rent housing in
Downtown Wayne?

Responses
Own

76.8%

Rent

23.2%

Table 27

Q: What style of housing in Downtown Wayne
would you look for or consider?

Responses
Loft

54.3%

16.1%

Condo

43.2%

4

12.4%

Townhouse

42.0%

5 or more

14.8%

Apartment

23.5%

Household Income

Percent

Senior Housing

Less than $35,000

24.7%

$35,000 to $49,999

8.6%

$50,000 to $74,999

22.2%

$75,000 to $99,999

18.5%

$100,000 to $149,999

19.8%

Less than $500

8.5%

$150,000 and greater

6.2%

$500 to $599

12.2%

$600 to $699

18.3%

$700 to $799

25.6%

$800 to $899

14.6%

$900 to $999

9.8%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Online Survey.

The best prospects for new downtown housing might be directed
toward the development of units that are quite different from the
current inventory of housing options available in the broader
community – including styles that might take advantage of the
unique dimensions, layouts and materials found in the upper levels
of downtown commercial buildings to create distinguishable and
even “funky” living or live/work spaces; and for higher-density
mixed-use development at potential redevelopment sites in the
downtown district and immediate surrounding area.

7.4%

Table 28

Q: What is the monthly mortgage payment or
rent amount you would be willing to pay for
your choice of downtown housing?

$1,000 or more

11.0%

Source: 2016 Downtown Wayne Consumer Online Survey.

Economic Vitality
Current market information and input collected through local
public participation activities provide market insights and direction
for continuing and new Downtown Wayne business retention,
expansion and recruitment initiatives.

0
►

Ongoing and/or Immediate
Using information compiled as part of this market study as a
benchmark, continue to collect, maintain and track information
on real estate, market conditions and trends.


Update the Market Snapshot with current Esri
information about every two years to track changes in
the marketplace.



Repeat the business survey on an annual or biennial
basis to track economic conditions and business
trends, and to identify business needs.



Use data updates to refresh Downtown Wayne
recruitment collateral materials and online content.

►

Share information collected as part of this study process with
Downtown Wayne property owners and businesses to enhance
awareness of conditions, trends, consumer perceptions and
potential opportunities for expansion. Distribute copies of the
condensed Executive Summary version of the study via a
Business Visitation Program.

►

Maintain an ongoing volunteer-led Business Visitation Program
on an ongoing basis to facilitate communication and nurture a
strong spirit of camaraderie; to collect input and feedback on
Wayne Main Street projects and activities; and to identify
prospects for expansion—and the value-added roles that
Wayne Main Street might play to promote expansion.

►

Continue to maintain a current list of properties and spaces
available for sale and lease in downtown district. Add the list to
Wayne Main Street (downtownwayne.org) website’s Open for
Business section, and make the list available in a downloadable
or print-on-demand format. Distribute updates or notices to
area brokers, realtors and prospects as changes occur, and
work with owners, brokers and agents to encourage use of
statewide online databases and other commercial websites
(i.e., Loopnet, CoStar, etc.).

►

Continue the vacant storefront signage program, and continue
to use social media to promote the program and to provide
alerts and updates on properties as they become available and
occupied; consider adding a “Coming Soon” signage/poster
program component for display in advance of occupancy.

Share information collected as part of this
study process with Downtown Wayne
property owners and businesses to enhance
awareness of conditions, trends, and potential
opportunities for expansion.

0

Ongoing and/or Immediate

►

Continue to coordinate and promote the Monthly Business
Leaders Meetings to share news and information on Wayne
Main Street programs and activities, to invite input, and to
maintain a strong rapport and encourage business
partnerships and collaboration. Invite representatives from the
City of Wayne and other economic development partners to
participate.

►

Work with the City of Wayne and other community &
economic development partners to promote a businessfriendly environment. Serve in the role of ombudsman to assist
existing and prospective business owners, property owners
and investors in navigating permitting and regulatory
processes; to promote and administer financial incentives (i.e.,
Façade Grant Program); and to promote Wayne Main Street as
a one-stop-shop for downtown information and technical
assistance.

►

Continue to work with the Michigan Main Street Center and
other organizations to identify and deliver one-on-one
technical assistance, along with training sessions on topics of
interest, to downtown businesses and property owners.

►



Use experience from past online presence and social
media workshops and trainings, along with input
provided by businesses in the prior and most recent
business surveys, to identify and develop
complementary trainings on topics revolving around
marketing for small businesses and customer
attraction & retention.



Consider hosting trainings as part of a regularly
scheduled (i.e., quarterly) Lunch & Learn or Business
& Bagels series; and/or include a condensed 15 to 20minute topical training/discussion as part of the
Monthly Business Leaders Meetings.

Celebrate and promote successes, progress and milestones
which demonstrate a growing, stable and attractive business
climate (i.e., new business openings and expansions, building
and public improvements, business anniversaries, etc.). Use
testimonials, before-and-after images, and locally-tracked data
to demonstrate progress and results, including information
submitted in monthly reports to Michigan Main Street Center.

Work with the City of Wayne and other
community & economic development partners
to promote a business-friendly environment.

Economic Vitality

1

Within One Year

►

Continue to work with the City of Wayne, local financial
institutions and other economic development partners to
assess and pursue possibilities for the continuation or creation
of incentives, low-interest loan and line-of-credit programs
that can be used with available technical and design assistance,
such as the existing façade grant program. Other options for
consideration include smaller design component grants (i.e.,
signage and awning grant program, landscaping grant program,
etc.), a business start-up/expansion package, or housing
development incentives to leverage increased levels of
investment, to promote housing opportunities, and to
encourage quality improvements.

►

Inventory resources and devise or update fact sheets or similar
collateral materials to describe and promote business
assistance tools, resources and incentives available to existing
and prospective businesses.

►
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Collect and incorporate testimonials from property owners,
investors, business persons and community stakeholders in
print and electronic collaterals promoting business and
investment opportunities in Downtown Wayne.

Within Two Years

►

Using concepts and illustrations developed as part of the 2010
Wayne Downtown Plan as a starting point, devise or fine tune
and maintain a business clustering concept to identify existing
and evolving niches and clusters, and to target business types
and uses for available properties and spaces.

►

Augment market study information and findings to develop
profiles for business types and models targeted for expansion
and recruitment. Identify and pursue specific candidates via
online research, field trips, publicity, etc.

►

Explore and pursue, as deemed appropriate, certification in the
Michigan Economic Development Corporation’s (MEDC)
Redevelopment Ready Communities® program.

Downtown Wayne Character Analysis Map
Downtown Wayne Master Plan, 2010.

Using concepts and illustrations developed as
part of the 2010 Wayne Downtown Plan as
a starting point, devise or fine tune and
maintain a business clustering concept to
identify existing and evolving niches and
clusters, and to target business types and uses
for available properties and spaces.

Economic Vitality

3

Within Three Years

►

Identify and promote potential redevelopment sites and
opportunities to increase density and uses in Downtown
Wayne. Review the 2010 Wayne Downtown Plan and as a
starting point, and refine strategies and redevelopment
concepts, accordingly. Share concepts and strategies with
property owners to actively market potential infill and
redevelopment sites based on Downtown Wayne land use
plans, potential housing demand, and business types and uses
targeted for expansion and recruitment.

►

Work with the City of Wayne, the Wayne Main Street Design
Committee, and other community development partners to
review land use plans, building codes, sign ordinances, zoning
ordinances and other development-oriented regulations,
policies and processes—with special consideration for potential
redevelopment sites, riverfront opportunities, and building,
housing and mixed-use development and rehabilitation—to
ensure compatibility with business development goals and
strategies, and revise as may be necessary. Continuously
monitor and collect input from users regarding practical
applications and implementation, and work to streamline
regulatory review and permitting processes, where necessary,
possible and applicable.

►

Collect case studies and research resources and methods, such
as Michigan Land Bank programs, Community Initiated
Development processes, etc., which may be employed to help
facilitate and catalyze redevelopment opportunities in
Downtown Wayne.

Work with the City of Wayne, the Wayne
Main Street Design Committee, and other
community development partners to review
land use plans, building codes, sign
ordinances, zoning ordinances and other
development-oriented regulations, policies
and processes—with special consideration for
potential redevelopment sites, riverfront
opportunities, and building, housing and
mixed-use development and rehabilitation—
to ensure compatibility with business
development goals and strategies, and revise
as may be necessary.

Promotion
Market insights and the perspectives of downtown business
owners provide direction for Downtown Wayne marketing and
promotion strategies.

0

Ongoing and/or Immediate

►

Review Esri demographic and lifestyle profiles for the market
and assess opportunities for events, activities and messages
having special appeal for targeted market segments, with
special consideration for the Traditional Living, Rustbelt
Traditions, Hardscrabble Road and Salt of the Earth local and
regional drive time area market segments.

►

Conduct brief interviews and surveys of event attendees and
downtown businesses to collect input and feedback on events
for evaluation purposes, to solicit ideas for changes or new
events and activities, and to gauge the effectiveness of event
marketing channels.

►

Consider incorporating the “I wish this was…” activity as a
recurring component of select Downtown Wayne festivals and
special events to gather ideas and input on business types and
uses for expansion and recruitment in Downtown Wayne.
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Within One Year

►

Support, promote and facilitate Downtown Wayne cooperative
advertising and cross-marketing efforts. Consider opportunities
that might leverage Wayne Main Street’s social media
presence and incorporate social media training as part of an
electronically driven campaign component.

►

Continue to maintain the downtownwayne.org website’s
online business directory. Consider possibilities and avenues to
personalize and animate the business directory with
testimonials, video features, etc. that emphasize attractions,
the specialty-oriented nature of the business mix, and the
complete downtown experience.

►

Build on Wayne Main Street’s Facebook presence to create an
ongoing social media and print-driven campaign profiling and
promoting Downtown Wayne’s hometown personalities,
unique characters, rare products, exceptional services, one-ofa-kind attractions, quality events, etc. Consider a YouTubebased video component with business, resident and customer
testimonials as a means of enlivening the message,
emphasizing the personality (and personalities) of the district
and its business members, and promoting the value of
downtown to the community.

Build on Wayne Main Street’s Facebook
presence to create an ongoing social media
and print-driven campaign profiling and
promoting Downtown Wayne’ hometown
personalities, unique characters, rare
products, exceptional services, one-of-a-kind
attractions, quality events, etc. Consider a
YouTube-based video component with
business, resident and customer testimonials as
a means of enlivening the message,
emphasizing the personality (and
personalities) of the district and its business
members, and promoting the value of
downtown to the community.

Promotion

2
►

Within Two Years
Using the Wayne Main Street (the organization)
communications plan and system as a starting point, work to
more fully develop and deploy a branding system for
Downtown Wayne (the place) to include extensions for event
graphics, marketing materials, signage, etc. Pursue the
Michigan Main Street Center’s branding technical assistance
service to facilitate and complete the branding system
development process.

3
►

Within Three Years
Work to rollout and implement the proposed Downtown
Wayne branding system. Encourage businesses to incorporate
branding system elements in their own marketing and
advertising to help expand the brand’s reach and message, and
to enhance awareness as to the full range of products and
services available in Downtown Wayne. Examples for business
“plug-in” extensions include:


Creating a limited-time marketing grant program
offering a rebate to businesses utilizing branding system
graphics in marketing materials, advertisements and
social media posts/shares.



Supplying branded “Something Special from Downtown
Wayne” gift tags to merchants during the holiday season
or similar local product tags.



Providing a customizable store hours sign template or a
“welcome/sorry we missed you” sign for display by
downtown businesses.



Encouraging businesses to utilize branding system
graphics in retail novelty items (t-shirts, coffee mugs, key
chains, etc.).



Using a customizable storefront poster template
incorporating the downtown logo or campaign theme to
promote products, personalities, etc. found inside.

►

Apply the proposed branding system’s series of event graphics
to promote Downtown Wayne events and to reinforce a strong
sense of Downtown Wayne as a quality destination for fun
activities, recreation and entertainment.

►

Work with the Business Empowerment Committee to identify
possible festival and event components that might be
introduced, expanded, test-marketed and used to enhance the
district’s “entertainment factor” on a more regular or even
permanent basis, including entertainment acts, amusements,
and event vendors who might be new business or “Pop Up
Shop” candidates.

Work with the Business Empowerment
Committee to identify possible festival and
event components that might be introduced,
expanded, test-marketed and used to
enhance the district’s “entertainment factor”
on a more regular or even permanent basis,
including entertainment acts, amusements, and
event vendors who might be new business or
“Pop Up Shop” candidates.

Design
The look and feel of Downtown Wayne are critical components of
the downtown experience. Buildings, public spaces and special
features which are all part of the downtown environment will
continue to impact the level of success experienced in all other
work program areas, including efforts to entice customers and
increase market share, to grow the downtown housing market, and
to lure investors, new businesses and entrepreneurs.

0

Ongoing and/or Immediate

►

Engage in community planning processes impacting downtown
enhancement and redevelopment opportunities. Encourage
business community participation in planning processes.

►

Work with the City to ensure proper maintenance of the
streetscape, furnishings, plantings and public spaces.

►

Continue to develop and advocate for plans and concepts to
enhance the downtown environment, especially including:
traffic-calming methods; connections and pedestrian links to
Goudy Park, the Rogue River and surrounding neighborhoods;
and other improvements to enhance the downtown’s
walkability, safety, aesthetics and redevelopment potential.

►

Monitor parking system supply, management and utilization.
Work with the City of Wayne in proactive fashion to implement
necessary changes, and to anticipate and address future
parking needs.

►

Continue to promote Michigan Main Street Center design
assistance services; and work to develop and apply local design
guidelines to help promote, illustrate and guide quality building
improvements and redevelopment projects.

1
►
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Within One Year
Follow-through on the proposed Historic Markers work plan
project to help identify the downtown’s unique historic assets,
and to tell a story of the downtown’s evolution. Work, over
time, to create a walking interpretive trail, of sorts, that
recounts the story of Wayne and showcases the downtown’s
distinguishing features—including historic assets lost.
Within Three Years

►

Work with the City of Wayne and Wayne Main Street Business
Empowerment Committee to review land use plans,
ordinances, etc. to help ensure compatibility, encourage “good
design,” and stimulate investment.

►

Initiate efforts to incorporate the proposed downtown
branding system’s graphics and elements in streetscape
furnishings, seasonal and holiday banners and décor,
wayfinding signage and markers, interpretive elements, etc.

Continue to develop and advocate for plans
and concepts to enhance the downtown
environment, especially including: trafficcalming methods; connections and pedestrian
links to Goudy Park, the Rogue River and
surrounding neighborhoods; and other
improvements to enhance the downtown’s
walkability, safety, aesthetics and
redevelopment potential.

Organization
The strategies and projects proposed and outlined for
implementation in this study, along with others likely to grow out
of this study’s findings and those already contained in current and
future Wayne Main Street Work Plans, are ambitious. The
Organization Committee’s roles as partnership builder, resource
locater and publicity machine will be absolutely vital to ensuring
the success of Wayne Main Street efforts and initiatives. In some
cases this role may require the Organization Committee to locate or
develop entirely new sources of funding to execute an Business
Empowerment Committee project, or to find a new volunteer
source to ensure that a Promotion Committee festival or event is
adequately staffed. In other cases, it might require the organization
to re-assess priorities and existing budget allocations as priorities
may shift based on the findings of this study, and as conditions
change in the future.

0

Ongoing and/or Immediate

►

Work with Wayne Main Street Committees and the Board of
Directors to identify appropriate funding requirements and
pursue funding sources.

►

Allocate sufficient funds for volunteer and staff leadership
development and technical training.

►

Monitor the need for Main Street office support staff and
budget and act accordingly.

►

Work with committees to review volunteer requirements,
identify potential sources for volunteers, and assist the
committees in the recruitment and training of volunteers.

►

Continue to work to involve residents, business persons,
elected officials, community leaders and representatives from
other community organizations in all phases of planning,
implementation and management. Use the communication
plan’s framework to highlight these collaborative efforts and
partnerships and demonstrate how local government,
organizations and the business community are working
together to enhance the downtown area and the quality of life
enjoyed by Wayne residents, commuters and visitors.

►

Continue efforts, like the Junior Main Street program, to
involve younger generations in downtown planning activities,
events, volunteer efforts, etc.

►

Continue efforts to implement the Wayne Main Street
communications plan. Maintain an aggressive, ongoing public
relations program to enhance awareness of the Wayne Main
Street organization and the importance of its work to the
community, and to publicize plans, projects and results—
including progress and successes stemming from the market
study process.

Continue efforts, like the Junior Main Street
program, to involve younger generations in
downtown planning activities, events,
volunteer efforts, etc.

For Downtown Wayne and the Wayne Main Street
organization, the completion of this market study is not an
end, but rather another milestone in the evolution of the
community’s downtown enhancement initiative.
This summary report serves to highlight just a small sample
of the knowledge and direction that can be synthesized
from the analysis of data collected during the market study
process. Similarly, implementation strategies and steps
outlined in this document are only a starting point for a
more comprehensive slate of projects that is likely to
emerge as local leaders continue to study the market and
implement next steps.
As the Wayne Main Street organization moves forward, it
must continue to involve local community leaders, business
persons and residents in efforts to analyze and interpret the
information collected through the market study process in
order to develop a complete understanding of the findings
and results – and the implications for Downtown Wayne.
The ensuing process should seek to “dig deep” into the
results and their meanings and to incorporate local
knowledge into the analysis and interpretation of the
study’s findings. Such a process will serve to aid in the
development and implementation of strategies that are
both market-driven and intrinsic to the community’s goals
and aspirations for Downtown Wayne.
The market study process orchestrated to date may be, in
and of itself, one of the most important “results” to
emerge. While the process has served to help identify
present-day priorities, existing and looming challenges, and
immediate and emerging opportunities, it can not, and does
not pretend to, anticipate tomorrow’s priorities, next year’s
challenges, or exciting and unanticipated opportunities still
over the horizon.
The diligent efforts undertaken by Wayne Main Street staff,
local market study project team members and other
volunteers to help gather the input, to study the data, and
to guide the development of market-driven strategies have
prepared the organization and the community well by
providing a public framework and a strong basis upon which
the community can plan and act for the future. It is within
this framework that the community will continue to marshal
the resources and knowledge necessary to meet new
challenges and to capitalize upon fresh opportunities.

